
My campaign for Chancellor has the purpose to catalyze republican virtues.
We wrote at that point: “History has given us a Stern-the combination of forces in Germany, and by implication in

all of Europe, to represent German and European participa- stunde der Menschheit, a golden opportunity that comes once
in a century if you are lucky. But the great moment could onlytion in such a Eurasian-based new world economic order.
find a great people, if one could positively turn the peaceful
revolution into a cultural and moral renaissance, and that, inThe Cultural Dimension of Change

And I want to bring in, shortly, one other aspect, and that all of Germany.”
Now, it was already mentioned by Lyn, that the oppositeis, the cultural dimension of this perspective: Because I think

globalization, which is just another word for Anglo-American was done, that, rather than reviving the Classical tradition
of Germany, the evil influence of the Congress for Culturalworld empire, has led to a situation where maybe 5%, but

maybe only 1%, of the people are stinkingly rich. They have Freedom of the West, was superimposed on the East, and has
led to an even more socially explosive situation there. But weall the privileges they want. But, 80% or more of the world

population, in the so-called Third World, but also in countries have the opportunity in Germany, as in all other countries of
the Eurasian Land-Bridge, to remember our great thinkerslike the United States, Germany, or others, is collapsing into

poverty and being deprived of the most fundamental human and poets, and look at ourselves as if in the mirror of those
minds, where we stand today before the greatness of theirrights. Privatization is a new word for feudalism.

Therefore, the new world economic order must be based thinking.
Now, Schiller wrote in his famous short poems, the Xe-on the idea, to bring the political order in cohesion with, as

our friends in India would say, “the cosmic order,” or as we nien, that only in a beautiful mind, the totality is reflected.
And when the individual is not developed, then the state can’tin Europe would say, “the order of creation.” And we must

bring in more fundamental metaphysical conceptions in these be either. But, if the individual progresses, the state will do
the same.discussions, which is why I like to refer to my good friend

Nicolaus of Cusa, who had the idea that each human being, So therefore, I make an impassioned appeal to combine
this with the idea of a Dialogue of Cultures, to evoke the bestand each nation, is actually a microcosm, and that concor-

dance in the macrocosm can only exist if you have the maxi- traditions of all our nations, and I think we will have a very
bright future. And I think that the fact that we have a growingmum development of all microcosms. And Lyn already spoke

about that, that the development of the other microcosm, the youth movement of young people who are not leaving this
world to the values of the old generations which caused thisother nation, must be the self-interest of each microcosm and

vice versa, of each nation and vice versa. crisis, is the biggest hope for optimism. And that’s what I
wanted to say.And we must develop a world order based on a new Peace

of Westphalia Treaty with a division of labor, in which we
will have a human world order, hopefully even for us to see.
Because, I think the present condition of the world is just not
acceptable. What we need for that, is—and I appeal to all of
you sitting in this room: We need people who represent this Mario Lettieri
idea of a just new world economic order, with a passionate
love for the idea of an international community of peoples—
which is what Nicolaus of Cusa had already in the 15th Cen-
tury, which Leibniz had, and I think which was expressed by Parliaments Should
John Quincy Adams, and the idea that the world must become
a community of principles based on the common idea of Act onThese Issues
mankind.

We not only have to correct the economic errors of the
Hon. Mario Lettieri is a member of the Italian Chamber oflast 40 years, and the last 16 years since German unification,

but in 1990, we produced a special edition of our cultural Deputies. He delivered these remarks to the Berlin seminar
on the morning of June 28, after Lyndon LaRouche’s keynotemagazine in Germany, Ibykus, for the occasion of the German

unification. And there, we emphatically made the point that (published in last week’s EIR), and the questions and discus-
sion that followed it. Lettieri spoke in Italian, with consecutivethe perspective of economic development has to be combined

with a cultural and moral Renaissance. For Germany, that translation. The moderator was Michael Liebig.
means we must evoke a Renaissance of the humanist spirit of
the German Classics, especially because we have moved so First of all, I’d like to thank you for the invitation to take part

in this very important meeting.far away in the last years from these high ideals, this historical
chance had to be used, if one wanted to have the construction Following the very wide-ranging and profound presenta-

tion by Professor LaRouche, I’ve had to change my plans forof Germany based on the highest principles of statecraft and
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my intervention, and shift in a different direction. The themes
that have been introduced are extremely relevant, and they
require of intellectuals and professionals in every part of the
world—but particularly in the United States—a particular
commitment, in order to solve the problems that have been
identified.

As a Member of Parliament, and on the invitation of Paolo
Raimondi, whom I’d like to greet here, as you probably know,
I proposed to the Parliament of my country, Italy, a proposal
for the reform of the financial and monetary system. The
Parliament in Rome, on April 6, approved the proposal that I
had presented, and it committed itself as well, to appeal to the
government to become active internationally, in order to build
a new financial architecture, in order to prevent future specu-
lative bubbles, and also to prevent future financial crash sce-
narios. This proposal also called on the government to sustain

EIRNS/Wolfgang Lillgethe real economy, as Mr. LaRouche developed the idea today,
Lyndon LaRouche (left) and Hon. Mario Lettieri at the Berlinand therefore to take all necessary initiatives to convoke an
seminar. Lettieri made an impassioned appeal to the audience andinternational conference at the level of the heads of state and to other parliamentarians: “I want to emphasize the dramatic

governments, in order to define a new, and more just, world situation. If we do not address these issues at the required level,
economic and monetary system. there’s the risk that the new generations will find themselves in a

dark age.”My initiative was actually prompted by the scandals in
Italy of Parmalat and Cirio, which you’ve heard about, as well
as the very big scandal in the United States over Enron, and
of course the Argentine bond issue, where, for the first time, tomorrow, when the conditions are improved in these various

countries where investment is being made, there will be thea sovereign state was defaulting. I believe that these things
are merely the tip of the iceberg, of a much greater, much tendency to look for other areas where one can outsource

production, where the wage levels will be even lower.graver, and larger phenomenon, which of course Mr.
LaRouche has developed today, but which is not taken into As is known, many negative effects have been seen in the

countries of the West, deriving from the imports of cheapconsideration adequately, generally. In every country, partic-
ularly in the developed countries, we see more and more, products, from China for example, where wage levels are

much lower and therefore products can be produced and soldevery day, the negative effects of the financialization of the
economy, the transformation of economic processes into fi- at much lower prices. Entire economic sectors are being hit

by these cheap imports—for example, the textile sector. Innancial processes; the concentration of power in very few
hands; the lack of equality in single countries, and among Italy, the textile sector used to be a very prominent one, very

productive. But now, it has fallen into a serious crisis, notvarious countries, and of course, even the lack of equality
among continents—here, I’m thinking of the case of Africa, only in Tuscany, but also in the southern part of the country.

So the problems are not at all local, and do not just affect awhich was also cited.
I won’t speak of the situation in Africa. However, I must single country, but they are much more complex, and affect

the entire globe.say, I live the crisis of Africa as a great drama, a great personal
drama. But, I will not speak of the disease, the war, and so- From what I’ve heard, it’s very clear that the international

institutions, thus far, like the World Bank, the IMF, the Worldcial dislocation.
Trade Organization, as well as the G-8, have not demonstrated
an adequate understanding of the complexity of the problems.Disastrous Effects of Outsourcing

What I do want to do, is to stress one aspect that was raised And as Mr. LaRouche presented it, it also appears to be the
case that these governments themselves are either unaware ofby Mr. LaRouche: And that is, the outsourcing of production

out of the United States and Europe, because this is also hitting this fact, or are influenced by the fact of this so-called “bestial
capitalism,” and the big financial banking systems that actu-Italy quite hard, right now. It has led to the impoverishment

of the social structures, and unemployment, as well as a chain- ally are controlling the economies. These are not the great
industrial systems that we had in the past, which were ex-effect of the following type: Instead of having investment

going from northern Italy, which is relatively developed, into tremely productive. But, we’re dealing here with banking
systems, financial systems which are based on purely specula-southern Italy, where it is greatly required, investment is go-

ing from northern Italy to Romania, to Poland, to Slovenia, tive activities, whereby huge masses of money, of funds, are
transferred from one place to another within a few minutes,to Tunisia, and to Turkey. And I can already anticipate that
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bringing great profits to those who invest them, but impover- subjected to the control of powerful international financial
institutions, and they have acted in such a way as to produceishing entire countries.
the scandalous cases that I mentioned before—Parmalat, Ci-
rio, Enron. These are brutes, which managed to escape theParameters for a New Bretton Woods

Therefore, we absolutely have to review the entire finan- rules of the game. They managed to avert the regulations that
are established in any one country. And there are too manycial and economic system, and the policy of development. I

hope that the United Nations and the EU will play a role big financial processes, and groups, which are able to evade
any kind of regulation. What we need is regulation on a world-in this concern. Mr. LaRouche has displayed a not positive

predisposition to the European Union, and here I must dissent: wide scale. However, we have not even been able to reach
agreement at the level of the European Union. And evenBecause, I believe that the EU—which was recently hit very

hard by the “No” vote in France and the Netherlands on the within Italy, there is disagreement still on the question of
the reform of the savings system. At the EU level, we need,Constitution—I believe that the EU still can play a role as if

a single state, in the process of creating a new and more just absolutely, regulation, in order to prevent further scandals,
and I have spoken about the possibility of introducing a tax,monetary and financial system internationally.

There are several new facts that must be registered world- something like the Tobin tax, which would be a way of regu-
lating and at least identifying speculative flows.wide, which are positive. For example, I see a process of

democratization in countries of Latin America, and also in Now, before I finish—and thank you for your patience,
listening to these disconnected thoughts—I want to make anthose Eastern European countries or those in the former

sphere of the Soviet Union, and I would like to greet the appeal: And that is, that everyone has to make a very serious
effort, at the level of every parliament, as well, to deal withrepresentatives of these countries here, today. Another impor-

tant fact to note, is the new role of Asian countries, like China, these issues. It has to be said that the individual parliamentar-
ian often doesn’t have the time, or is not able for other reasons,India, and Korea, in the world economy. The United States is

also apparently beginning to note their presence, at least on to reflect on this very dramatic situation we are living
through—and I want to emphasize the dramatic situation. Ifthe market, and these countries will have to be given a larger

political weight in world politics. And also, in my view, they we do not address these issues at the required level, there’s
the risk that the new generations will find themselves in a darkmust be brought into the process of creation of a new monetary

and financial system worldwide. age. So, I am calling for a common commitment, which right
now is not there at the level of most institutions. We must callWell, it’s very obvious, that when we’re talking about

building a new international financial-monetary system, a on all, to fight for the common good, and also with a good
dose of utopian outlook for a better world.New Bretton Woods, we cannot exclude great countries like

China, India, and others which have an extremely important Thank you.
demographic weight, as well as an economic function in the
world economy. This also goes for the countries which were
formerly in the sphere of the Soviet Union. LaRouche Responds on the

Question of FreedomFreedom and the Role of the State
Now, there are just a couple of problems I would like to

raise, in conclusion. You have stressed the role of the state in Liebig: Once again, thank you Dr. Lettieri. And, as you
raised a number of very significant questions to Mr. LaRoucheyour remarks, which has raised a couple of problems—in fact,

I saw, in some of the questions asked here, that this issue can directly, I would propose, in concluding this morning’s ses-
sion, that Lyn directly responds.be problematic. These questions have stimulated my question

now: How can you link the freedom of the economy, the LaRouche: Let me start with one thing, an observation
on this question of freedom, as he referred to it in a numberfreedom of a company to move as it will, economically, in

order to return to a productive economy, where it produces of points in the report.
Some years ago, I saw the opportunity of, or the challengetangible wealth, not speculation, and also generates employ-

ment—how can you link this freedom of the economy, free of meeting the potential of a youth movement inside the
United States and elsewhere. Now, the need for the youtheconomy, to the role of the state? Because I have seen how

an excessive role of the state, for example in Eastern Europe, movement comes largely from what happened in Western
Europe and the United States under Harry Truman and Co.—can lead to a degeneration of the economy. And I think we

have to identify a third way, in which we can guarantee that or, under Henry B. Luce and Co.—in the creation of a fascist
organization called the Congress for Cultural Freedom, whicha free economy can coexist with a strong state.

In practice, we have many weak governments, which are I’ve called the Congress for Cultural Fornication.
This institution, which presumably was to educate peopleincapable of generating investments for productive activities.

But, on the other hand, we also have governments which are in the United States, in particular, Western Europe, and to
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